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The Brussels School of Governance (BSoG) carries out interdisciplinary research, organises fully
accredited higher education programmes and delivers a broad range of academic services in various
policy-relevant fields, including energy & environment, security & diplomacy, migration & diversity,
and digitalisation & democracy.
The BSoG is an alliance between the Institute for European Studies (Vrije Universiteit Brussel),
which has a long-standing reputation in postgraduate education & research, and Vesalius College,
which has a solid undergraduate & graduate education offering. This LLM Programme is organised
by the Institute for European Studies, a Jean Monnet Centre of Excellence, and of which the degree
will be awarded by the Vrije Universiteit Brussel (VUB).
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Dear LLM student,
Welcome to the Brussels School of Governance!
We are delighted to welcome you in the new academic year. We hope your time here will be both
rewarding and stimulating. The LLM in International and European Law - affectionately known as
PILC -, has been recognised as one of the most rewarding and high quality LLM degrees on offer since
its first offering more than 50 years ago.
Tackling studies at the ‘Master after Master’ level is not always easy. In the following Student
Handbook, you will find essential and practical information to guide you through the year as our LLM
student, so we advise you to keep it close, especially during the first weeks.
Once again, we welcome you to our Programme and we hope your year will be an unforgettable
experience, both on a professional and a personal level.
Prof. Dr. Liliana Lizarazo-Rodríguez
Programme Director
Prof. Dr. Tony Joris
Programme Co-Director
Ms Sarah Konaté
Administrative Programme Coordinator
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1

HISTORY AND VISION OF THE LLM
The PILC Programme was created in 1971 as an LLM Programme in International and Legal
Cooperation. PILC is one of the oldest of its kind in Europe and has over the years attracted over 1300
high quality graduate students of 108 nationalities from all continents o. The PILC staff has throughout
its history consisted of academics and professionals from diverse international backgrounds. Following
the European integration process and taking advantage of its location in Brussels, the capital of the
European Union (EU), the focus of the LLM has gradually shifted from international and comparative
law to international and European law.
The Brussels School of Governance (BSoG) provides academic education and research in
various disciplines, as well as services to policymakers, scholars, stakeholders and the general public.
The educational portfolio of the BSoG consists of three bachelor programmes, two master programmes,
two advanced master programmes (LLM and Euromaster), a summer school, a postgraduate
programme, and numerous tailor-made trainings. The disciplines applied at the BSoG include law,
social/political sciences, economics and communication sciences. The BSoG activities focus on the
various ways in which institutions, law and politics intersect with each other in the EU, its member
states and at the international level.
The international staff at the BSoG comprises people of over 25 nationalities, almost half of
whom are doctoral researchers in international and EU affairs. The extended family of the BSoG also
includes students of a programme in political sciences and economics: the Euromaster. In addition, the
students are linked to the staff and students of the Programme co-organiser, the Faculty of Law and
Criminology of the VUB. The location of the BSoG in Brussels enables the Programme to benefit from
the immediate vicinity of EU institutions and numerous international organisations, law firms and
companies.
The LLM Programme is renowned for its outstanding quality, international character, and a
unique curriculum that combines international and European law on the one hand, and academic
excellence, an independent humanist enquiring attitude and the latest practical insights on the other. It
thereby excels in preparing students for international legal career paths for a sustainable global society.
To celebrate the 50th anniversary of its LLM Programme, the BSoG innovated the Programme
to adapt it to the main contemporary challenges faced by lawyers, policymakers and businesspeople in
an increasingly globalised world. While preserving the know-how and wealth of expertise built up over
many years, the renewed BSoG LLM Programme moves now one step further, going beyond existing
traditional LLM programmes, focusing more explicitly on the legal challenges the European Union is
facing as one of the central players in global governance. This restructuring seeks to provide an
innovative approach to the core topics in the area and to tackle international and EU law in an innovative
way, offering students a more holistic understanding of the main global challenges that institutions of
international and European organisations currently face. It aims to continue to graduate students with
the ability to reach the highest positions in the legal and policy field.
2

GETTING STARTED
The LLM in International and European Law:
•
•

benefits from the BSoG’s unique educational approach: STEP. We believe in student-centred,
theory guided educational excellence with practical implications;
offers a student-centric education: high interaction and close contacts amongst the students and
with the professors within a small group;
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•
•
•
•
•

offers a demanding, exclusively advanced master level curriculum, that builds on over 50 years
of experience and covers in a parallel fashion essential aspects of international and European
law;
is part of a thriving, cutting edge research environment specialising in the areas of law being
taught;
has a highly dedicated staff of outstanding international standard, with excellent yet constantly
monitored didactic skills;
attracts students of versatile international backgrounds and outstanding quality; and
has an extensive alumni network, state-of-the art facilities and educational tools, and a central
location in the heart of the EU.

3

PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
The Master (LLM) in International and European Law is obtained in one academic year (two
semesters of four months each, from the end of September until early July).
The educational methodology of the Programme includes traditional forms of lecturing, interactive
class teaching and skill courses that simulate day-to-day professional life. It also has a research
component that is developed by drafting a final Master thesis.
The Programme also offers practical experience in the form of expert-led fieldtrips to the libraries
of the European Commission and the VUB, and the European Commission, the Court of Justice of the
EU (CJEU) in Luxembourg, where the LLM students have been hosted for over 20 years, first by Judge
René Joliet and then by its President Koen Lenaerts. A fieldtrip to the Hague will also be organised.
The new curriculum responds to urgent global challenges such as climate change, migration and
the digitalisation of society, from a legal perspective. The first part of the BSoG LLM continues to
provide a contemporary approach to the core issues of international and European law. Central themes
such as the regulation of the economy, or the foundations of the EU, its judicial protection and free
competition protection scheme, continue to feature prominently within the Programme, but making
connections, where relevant, with the second part, which develops and transmits core knowledge on
legal frameworks in three emerging cross-cutting areas: sustainability, social inclusiveness and human
rights, and digitalisation.
The area of sustainability provides a comprehensive understanding of the legal framework for the
(international and European) governance of global sustainable development. The challenge for the EU,
as for most of the world, will be to redesign legal frameworks to redirect investment to sustainability in
general, and climate adaptation and mitigation in particular. The renewed BSoG LLM Programme
focuses on such issues with at least 9 ECTS credits dedicated to the study of global governance of
sustainable development, climate action and EU environmental law (in theory and in practice), in a way
that students acquire adequate knowledge and improve their skills as lawyers and/or policymakers.
The area of social inclusion and respect for human rights have always been at the centre of the
European integration project and represent today the core values of the EU. Moreover, the EU, as a
global soft power, has also been an international beacon of respect for human rights. This area looks at
the origins and grounds of human rights, how the United Nations (UN) and regional human rights
systems are addressing global challenges of social inclusiveness, and analyses how human rights are
progressively having an impact in other areas of law. In addition, a skills course trains students in human
rights claims for remedies, that are increasingly being used before human rights courts and the CJEU
in order to claim protection of human dignity. The international and European legal challenges related
to social inclusiveness and human rights are a second priority area in the revised BSoG LLM
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Programme with again 9 ECTS credits (“International and European Human Rights”, “The Practice of
Human Rights Protection” and “International and European Law on Migration and Asylum”).
The area of digitalisation responds to the challenge that the current process of digitalisation has
raised many new issues with respect to access to private data and data protection, international/European
taxation “optimisation” or avoidance, and even cybersecurity. Here too the relationship between EU
initiatives on data protection and data surveillance, and further developments both in Europe and more
broadly internationally in the deployment of “trustworthy” Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
technologies will be an issue of central importance for both lawyers and policy makers. The LLM
Programme provides again 9 ECTS credits (“International and European Data Protection Law”, “EU
Law and the Digital Transformation” and “International and European Taxation Law”) for this topic,
covering both internal EU legal aspects as well as insights into some of the most important international
legal challenges.
Table 1: Programme curriculum

Required study time and feasibility: the LLM is a one-year ‘Master after Master’ Programme
of 60 ECTS credits. Each credit represents 25 to 30 hours of study time. A total of 1500 to 1800 study
hours over a period of 9 months reflects the general experience of the students.
The table below sets out the new courses. The LLM has three components: the first block deals
with core contemporary issues of international and European law with 18 ECTS credits. The second
block analyses the main contemporary global legal challenges for international and European law,
namely sustainability, social inclusiveness and human rights, and digitalisation. Each of these areas is
weighted equally, i.e. 9 ECTS credits with a total of 27 credits. The third (research) block of 15 ECTS
credits consists of writing a Master thesis on a topic chosen by the student.
Table 2. LLM in International and European Law - Contemporary Challenges - Courses
I. Core Contemporary Areas
EU Constitutional Law and Judicial Protection
- Youri Devuyst, Dirk Arts and Stefaan van der Jeught
Legal Aspects of EU External Relations
- Karel De Gucht
International Economic Law
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Semester

ECTS

Study time

1

3

90h

2

3

90h

1

3

90h

- Frank Hoffmeister
EU Economic Law
- Tony Joris
EU Competition Law
- Ben Smulders
Case Study on EU Competition Law
- Tony Joris
II. Global Legal Challenges
II.1. Sustainability
Global Governance and Sustainable Development
- Servaas Van Thiel and Liliana Lizarazo Rodriguez
International and EU Environmental Law
- Harri Kalimo
Practice of EU Environmental Policymaking
- Harri Kalimo
II.2. Social Inclusiveness and Human Rights
International and European Protection of Human Rights
- Serge Gutwirth
Practice of Human Rights Protection
- TBC
International and European Migration and Asylum Law
- Salvatore Nicolosi
II.3. Digitalisation
International and European Data Protection Law
- Hielke Hijmans
European Law and the Digital Transformation
- Vagelis Papakonstantinou and Joris van Hoboken
International and European Taxation
- Marie Lamensch
III. Research
Master Thesis

1

3

90h

1

3

90h

2

3

90h

1

3

90h

1

3

90h

2

3

90h

1

3

90h

2

3

90h

1

3

90h

2

3

90h

2

3

90h

2

3

90h

1-2

15

450h

4

TEACHING STAFF
Excellence in teaching is a core part of the LLM vision: a highly dedicated staff of international
standard is set up to offer student-centric education to a small group of students in an environment
characterised by high interaction and close contacts amongst the students and with the professor.
The staff is a unique mixture of renowned EU scholars and practitioners that combine academic
rigor with the latest practical insights and cultural diversity. The staff is multinational: its members
come from Belgium, Colombia, Finland, Germany, Greece, Italy and the Netherlands, thus combining
many different academic traditions.
5

STUDENT INPUT
The LLM is a full-time ‘Master after Master’ (or Advanced Master) Programme. You are expected
to attend the classes and other events (library visits, guest lectures, symposia, study trips, etc.). You are
required to prepare the classes and read relevant materials so that you are able to actively participate in
class discussions. Your attendance and level of participation may be considered in the course
assessments. The combination of participating in the Programme and flexible part-time employment
can, in exceptional cases, be authorised by the Director and her/his employer must sign a written
statement confirming that the student in question will attend the Master Programme in person.
Experience has shown that participation in the Programme cannot be combined with full-time
employment.
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6

ASSURANCE OF QUALITY OF THE PROGRAMME
The quality of the Programme is assured at the level of the Programme and of the VUB and has
also elements of external peer review. At the Programme level, the LLM has established a set of steps
for the preparation of the Master thesis, common evaluation guidelines for the performance during
classes and in the examinations, as well as guidelines for a comprehensive evaluation of the work
leading to the Master thesis. All written exams are, circumstances permitting, anonymous in order to
maximize their objectivity and reliability.
There is ex post peer control of the evaluations, as the BSoG examination Board analyses each
year’s results before announcing them. Student representatives are also able to introduce observations
on the examinations in the Programme Board. Master thesis evaluations involve a Programme professor
as supervisor and one or two readers, who jointly grade the student. This allows for a peer review of the
process and of the standards, both internally (LLM professors also act as readers) and externally (we
involve readers from outside the VUB).
In addition, the Programme Board and Management are subject to control mechanisms that exist at
three levels:
•
•
•

•

the Programme: the students are invited to anonymously evaluate the teaching staff and their
courses after each semester;
the VUB: the Programme actively encourages its students to participate in the VUB internetbased system of teacher evaluations;
the Government: the Programme is reviewed by an external Assessment Committee. Following
a very positive evaluation in 2016, the Programme accreditation was renewed by NVAO
(Accreditation Organisation of the Netherlands and Flanders) in 2021, receiving high marks;
and
the LLM strategic plan 2021-2024, in line with the VUB educational policy and approved by
the LLM Board in 2022, established several actions to assure the quality of the Programme.

7

STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES
Every year, in October, Student Representatives are selected to be member of the Programme’s
main decision-making body, the Academic Board (‘LLM Board’). The Student Representatives will
keep in regular communication with the Programme Management. This enables student suggestions
about the content and organisation of our LLM to be heard and considered at any time. More
information about the selection will be made available at the beginning of the academic year.
8

PROTECTED COURSE MATERIAL
Courses and course materials are for the exclusive personal use of the selected students.
It is strictly prohibited to audio or video tape the lectures or to otherwise copy the course content
or materials without the explicit written authorisation of the professor concerned and the Programme
Director.
9

TUITION FEE
The full tuition fee needs to be paid before the start of the academic year. The Programme can
offer an instalment plan to students with financial needs. In this case, the full fee needs to be paid by
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the end of December. The student who did not pay the full tuition on time cannot participate in the
exams.
10 ONLINE RESOURCES
To see your timetable, please go here.
Manual:
•
•
•
•
•

Level of education: ‘Advanced master’
Faculty: Law and Criminology
Field of education: International European Law
Select ‘Student-Set(s)’ - here you have several options: first or second semester, week, day and
hours
View Timetable

It is important to check the schedule each day because there may be changes, sometimes at the
last minute. Easiest is to click on the schedule for each week, i.e.: “Week 07” (‘Monday to Saturday’
or a particular day.
The last option is the time slot.
For each course you can see the following information:
• name of the course (e.g. International Economic Organisations)
• the professor who teaches the course (e.g. HOFFMEISTER Frank)
• the classroom (e.g. PL 5 -1 Strasbourg)
• the weeks in which this course will be given (e.g. 1-7, 9-13 - week 1 until 7 + week 9 until 13)
• the time slot during which this course will be given (e.g. 13:00 - 15:00)
• the day on which the course will be given (e.g. wo - Wednesday):
ma - Monday / di - Tuesday / wo - Wednesday / do - Thursday / vr - Friday / za – Saturday
Please note that all changes to the timetable will also be posted on the Canvas site: see “LLM
Community” announcements.
11 ACTIVATION OF YOUR VUB ACCOUNT
The following activation procedure needs to be followed to establish your network identity. After
a successful completion of the activation, you receive an e-mail address and get access to the VUB
network at Pleinlaan 5 and elsewhere on campus. As soon as you get your student card, you can fill in
an electronic form through one of the networked computers. The publicly accessible computers are set
up in building B on the ground floor.
Activate your VUB e-mail address as soon as possible, as all information concerning courses,
excursions,
etc.
will
be
sent
to
this
e-mail
address.
First, go to the website www.vub.ac.be/BFUCC.
On the right-hand side, choose “Create account” under quick references.
Activate your network identity by filling in the following:
• Institution: VUB
• Category: Student
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• Enrolment number: as mentioned on your student card
• PIN-code: as mentioned on your student card
• Date of birth
Go to the next page to choose a password (be careful to choose a password that meets the
requirements) and a secret question, which allows you to recover your password should you forget it.
Be sure to carefully note down your network login name and memorise your password - as
resetting them is time-consuming!
When the form is filled in and transmitted correctly, your network account is activated within 24
hours. If you already have an account, you will have to ‘renew’ it at the beginning of the new academic
year as soon as you obtain your student card.
12 VUB ACADEMIC CALENDAR
The Academic Calendar is where you will find information about semester dates, exam periods and
holidays. You can find the VUB Academic Calendar here.
13 KEY CONTACTS
Liliana Lizarazo Rodriguez
Director (BSoG)
Liliana.Lizarazo.Rodriguez@vub.be
Tony Joris
Co-Director (VUB)
Tony.Joris@vub.be
Sarah Konaté
Administrative Programme Coordinator (BSoG)
Sarah.Konate@vub.be
Sven Van Kerckhoven
Vice-Dean for Education (BSoG)
Sven.Van.Kerckhoven@vub.be
Anthony Antoine
Executive Director (BSoG)
Anthony.Antoine@vub.be
Jérome Playoult
Financial Manager (BSOG)
Jerome.Playoult@vub.be
14 KEEPING IN TOUCH
Several groups have been created on the social networks where the LLM community can stay in touch
•
•
•

BSoG Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/BrusselsSchool
LLM Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/LLMies
BSoG Twitter: https://twitter.com/Brussels_School
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•

Alumni Group: http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=4182508

The BSoG has a monthly e-newsletter that contains news on events, educational and research
activities. If you would like to receive this newsletter, you can subscribe to it here.
15 OUTPUT OF THE PROGRAMME
The following information gives a brief overview of the output of the Programme.
Over the past 50 years, over 1300 students from all over the world have successfully completed
the Programme. The average pass rate is around 90 %.
Several Master Theses have resulted in high quality publications and in PhD research in Belgium
and abroad.
Graduates were/are typically employed by a wide range of international organisations and
European institutions. Examples include, in addition to the EU institutions, the World Trade
Organisation, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, the International Criminal Tribunal
for Rwanda, the US-Iran Claims Tribunal, the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe,
the OECD, the IMF, the World Bank, the EFTA, etc.
Most of the non-European graduates have returned to their countries of origin where they took up
middle to higher positions in, for example, universities and research institutes, Ministries, the judiciary,
as well as corporations, law firms and consulting companies. Many graduates from EU Member States
stay in Brussels to work for the EU, or for law and consultancy firms in the area.
The contact between the Programme and its alumni is actively encouraged and facilitated. Several
alumni form part of the present teaching staff or are readers of Master Theses.
16 LEARNING OUTCOMES OF THE LLM
The general learning outcomes are aligned with the domain-specific learning outcomes at EQF
level 7. The combination of the core contemporary issues with those analysing global legal challenges,
complemented with the three skills courses (each of them dealing with diverse and complementary
skills necessary for legal professionals), allow students to have acquired the following knowledge,
skills and attitudes by the end of the Programme.
The students will acquire knowledge and understanding of:
1. substantive international and European law in legal fields that address the main contemporary
challenges of a globalised world;
2. cutting edge legal scholarship in areas of international and European law that are not addressed at a
undergraduate level;
3. actors, institutions, procedures, and policies relevant to international and EU law; and
4. interconnections among the diverse legal areas that interact in global and European contexts.
In terms of skills, the students will:
5. Summarise a complex factual and/or legal, international and/or European problem into a legal
question and on this basis to work out a well-considered solution;
6. be able to apply their theoretical legal knowledge, both independently and in an international team;
7. be able to formulate convincing legal arguments, communicate them orally and in a written form to
a wide range of stakeholders in an international and multi-cultural environment;
8. Reporting and presenting a critical analysis and synthesis of own research results clearly and
concisely; and
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9. Independently formulate a relevant research question within the field of international and/or
European law, frame it within the existing regulations and working out the research results and critically
evaluating them with a view to contributing to the field of study.
In terms of attitudes, the students will:
10. be able to develop their own autonomous and critical legal reasoning regarding complex global and
European challenges
11. be able to work with and express themselves in the English language on complex legal matters; and
12. develop a positive attitude and confidence towards demanding issues of international and European
law in a multi-cultural setting for the further development of a harmonious international society.
How are the courses connected to the learning outcomes of the Programme? Although in
principle all courses develop both theoretical and practical aspects, this table attempts to visualise how
some courses focus more on theoretical aspects and others on skills and attitudes.
Table 3. Learning outcomes per course
Learning outcomes in terms of
I. Core Contemporary Areas
EU Constitutional Law and Judicial Protection
Legal Aspects of EU External Relations
International Economic Law
EU Economic Law
EU Competition Law
Case Study on EU Competition Law
II. Global Legal Challenges
Sustainability
Global Governance and Sustainable Development
International and EU Environmental Law

1
x
x
x
x
x

Knowledge
2
3
4
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

6

x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

Skills
7
8
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

9
x

x

x

x

Practice of EU Environmental Policymaking
Social Inclusiveness and Human Rights
International and European Protection of Human
Rights
Practice of Human Rights Protection
International and European Migration and
Asylum Law
Digitalisation
International and European Data Protection Law
European Law and the Digital Transformation
International and European Taxation Law
III. Research
Master thesis

5

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

10
x
x
x
x
x

Attitudes
11 12
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

17 EXAMS AND EVALUATION
The Teaching and Examination Regulations of the VUB, as well as the Supplementary
Regulations for the LLM apply. In case of discrepancy between this handbook and the regulations of
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the VUB, including the Supplementary regulations for the LLM, the latter prevail. Please consider the
following:
•
•

•

•

Completion requirements: most courses are examined by way of a written or oral examination
that takes place at the end of the relevant semester.
Details on the examination process: the purpose of the exams is to test the knowledge and
problem-solving skills of the students. The exams are individual, unless explicitly indicated
otherwise, and concern each course separately. The exams are organised in two examination
periods which take place at the end of the first and the second semester respectively, and are
concluded with a deliberation and a public proclamation.
The timetable of the exams is published on Canvas (‘LLM Community’), at least four weeks
before the beginning of the first examination session (January and June), and at least two weeks
before the beginning of the second examination session (August). Any change to the timetable
of the exams will immediately be notified to the students via Canvas (‘LLM Community’).
Students and examiners are expected to respect the timetable scrupulously.
Failures: the student who fails an exam in the first examination session has the right to
participate in the second examination session. All marks of 10/20 and more, obtained during
the first examination session, will stand for the second examination session. If the student fails
an exam in the second examination session, (s)he may be entitled to re-enrol in the Programme
for the next academic year in order to retake the exam. Students who need to retake an exam in
the second examination session must take all precautions to ensure that they will, in person, be
in Brussels during that session. Students who re-register for the following academic year must
pay the annual registration fee (€1000) and €66,66 per ECTS credit in order to be allowed to
retake the required exam(s) and/or to (re-)submit the Master thesis.

For each course, marks are awarded on a scale of 20 points. The final decision on all marks is
confirmed by the Examination Board.
18

CALCULATION OF RESULTS AND WEIGHTING OF THE COURSES
To complete the Programme with the mark ‘satisfactory’, the student must obtain a mark of at
least 10/20 for every exam, including the Master thesis.
• To complete the Programme Cum Laude (distinction), the student must obtain an average of at
least 68%.
• To complete the Programme Magna cum Laude (great distinction), the student must obtain an
average of at least 78%.
• To complete the Programme Summa cum Laude (greatest distinction), the student must obtain
an average of at least 85%.
•

The Examination Board can deviate from these rules by a reasoned decision. Each course is
weighted pro rata to the number of contact hours.
19 DELIBERATION
During the deliberation, the results of each student are voted upon by the Examination Board
in accordance with the Teaching and Examination Regulations of the VUB and the Supplementary
Regulations for the LLM.
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20 PROCLAMATION
The overall marks of the exams are announced by the Programme Director to the students
during the proclamation, which follows the deliberation.
During the proclamation after the first and second exam session, the Programme Director
mentions the following outcomes of the deliberation:
•
•
•
•
•

postponed to the second exam session
pass with satisfaction
pass with Cum Laude
pass with Magna cum Laude
pass with Summa cum Laude
Immediately after the proclamation, the students will receive notice of their results.

21 FAILURE
The student who fails the first exam session has the right to participate in the second exam
session. All marks of 10/20 and more, obtained during the first exam session, will stand for the second
exam session (it is not possible to raise these marks). This rule also applies for the transfer of marks to
the next academic year.
If the student fails the Master thesis in the first exam session, a new thesis on the same topic
may be submitted for the second exam session before 16 August. The students are, in accordance with
the VUB rules, entitled to re-enrol on the Programme only once.
22 APPEALS
In case you feel that your rights have been infringed you can appeal against a study progress
decision. You find more information about Appeals here.
23 COMPLAINTS VIA THE OMBUDSPERSON
Do you have feedback or complaints about the educational organisation and exams that you
cannot address to the faculty secretariat or any other specific VUB department? Then address your
complaint to the ombudsperson : Prof. Dr. Michel Maus + 32 2 629 25 50 michel.maus@vub.be
24 CANVAS ‘LLM COMMUNITY’
Students will receive information directly on Canvas where they will find updated information on
all academic issues.
25

FACILITIES

25.1 INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND MOBILITY OFFICE (IRMO)
IRMO assists students in getting settled and finding information on living in Belgium and studying at
the VUB.
The IRMO team also facilitates the integration of international students by organising a wide
range of cultural, social and sports activities, in collaboration with other VUB departments and
organisations.
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The International Relations office welcome desk is open every day from 10:00-12:30 and
from 13:30-16:00 (from 5 September till 31 October).
A Partena healthcare insurance representative is also in the IRMO office every Tuesday and
Friday.
Contact: international.relations@vub.be and telephone +32(0)2 614 8101.
25.2 VUB LIBRARY
The catalogue of the VUB library can be consulted online.
Opening hours during the academic year: Monday – Thursday: 9am – 9pm | Friday: 9am – 7pm
| Saturday: 10am – 4pm | Sunday: closed
The VUB librarians will help you use the catalogue and conduct bibliographical research via the
reference collection and/or the Vubis catalogue. They can also help you request new material via the
ILL service, or use Scan on Demand to request part of a book or an article. If you are looking for help
with online sources, databases, references and/or research for papers and theses, you can consult
a librarian online via consult@biblio.vub.ac.be.
Having issues with access to electronic articles, eBooks or databases? You can contact
erl@biblio.vub.ac.be.
For questions about loaned items, access to the collection and the library? You can contact
uitleen@biblio.vub.ac.be.
25.3 IMPROVE YOUR RESEARCH SKILLS WITH THE VUB LIBRARY MOOC
MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses) are open-access online courses that allow for unlimited
participation. The MOOC "Improve your research skills" is offered by the University Library. This
course allows both new students and more advanced researchers to acquire information skills in a
comprehensive and clearcut way. The course is self-paced and focused on the essential know-how that
is required to conduct sound source-based research projects from the earliest planning stage to the final
writing of the text. Course instructors are information specialists Steven Laporte and Lieselot Verryckt
of the University Library.
25.4 COMPUTER ROOMS
There are six computer rooms at the BSoG (floor -1) and in building B (ground floor). On the
VUB website, you can find the opening hours and the procedure for the activation of your account.
25.5 MEDICAL SERVICE
You can go to the doctor (illness, accident, vaccination, traveller health advice, quit smoking,
contraception, injections, nursing care). Consultation is by appointment (except in case of an accident
or emergency). Consultation will be charged at the national health service price and should be paid in
cash.
The medical service can be found on Schoofslaan 8 - 1160 Auderghem (right off campus).
• Consultation every working day 08:00 am - 06:00 pm
• Evening consultation 06:00 pm - 08:00 pm by appointment only (to be requested before 05:00 pm)
• House calls (not urgent) take place after 02:00 pm.
They should be requested before 11:00 am.
Make an appointment:
• via the online agenda
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• at the reception 09:00 am - 05:45 pm
• by phone +32(0)2 629 23 00 09:00 am - 05:45 pm
In case of serious injuries, you can go to the University hospital.
For other medical queries and services, check Campus Life.
25.6 MENTAL HEALTH
In case you are experiencing a difficult time during your studies, you can talk to a
psychologist for free.
Student psychologists have expertise in different study and student related topics, like:
- Study(stress)
- Fear of failure
- Low self-confidence
- Overthinking
- Procrastination
- Difficulties with motivation/concentration
- Study choice/Reorientation
- Exam fear/Fear of public speaking
Perhaps you are struggling with other (psychological) complaints or problems than the ones
listed above. A meeting with a psychologist can also be the starting point to find the right service for
you. There are many other options available to you in and around Brussels, including:
• Brussels University Consultation Centre (BRUCC)
• Centre for General Wellbeing & Youth Advice Centre
• Centre for Mental Health Care
• Therapists for young people (TEJO)
• Short-term psychological counseling
More information can be found here.
25.7 REFLEX STATUS
If you have a disability, a learning disorder or a chronic illness, you are eligible for the Reflex
statute Reflex stands for ‘reasonable flexibility’ and involves making necessary adjustments to the
teaching and examination regulations to give an equal chance during evaluations.
Flexibility measures are considered reasonable when they meet the following three criteria:
feasibility to the student in question, justifiable to fellow students and acceptability for the professor(s)
concerned.
25.8 SPORT, CULTURAL AND RESTAURANT FACILITIES, AND LANGUAGE
COURSES
For sport activities you can visit this website or contact Basic Fit Elsene (building L, phone:
+32 (0)2 629 15 55).
Here you find information on cultural activities, opening hours, menus and prices of/at the VUB
restaurant; and information on language courses.
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25.9 ENTERING THE CAMPUS BY CAR
To be able to enter the campus by car, you need to register your licence plate. The barrier system
will only work when it recognises your license plate (front of the car). To register you have to go to this
website and follow the instructions here.
• Fill in your Net-ID (username without @vub.be) and “paswoord” (password of your VUB email address) and click on log in.
• Click on “Registratie nummerplaat” (under “ADMINISTRATIE”).
• Click yes when you are asked if you want to continue.
• Your first name, last name, e-mail and group will already be filled in. You have to fill in your
phone number (without: “/” or “.”, e.g. 0443629851 instead of 0443/62.98.51) and then click
on “Update”.
• Fill in your licence plate and then click on “Register”.
When you want to enter or leave campus, it is very important to stop before the STOP sign and
wait until the traffic light has turned green. If your licence plate is not recognised, you can call the
Security Department via the intercom.
26 CAMPUS MAP
Find your way in and around the campus here. Follow the Etterbeek campus virtual tour here.

Brussels School of Governance
Pleinlaan 5
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B-1050 Brussel
Tel.: 32 (0)2 614 80 01
E-mail: llm@ies.be
Visit the Programme and the Brussels School of Governance on:
www.facebook.com/BrusselsSchool
www.facebook.com/LLMies
twitter.com/Brussels_School
www.brussels-school.be
Youtube: IESBrussels
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